...made himself out of 13 settings with T.

Nov. 61, Betti's visit to T. in quite planning an arrival.

c. T. telling to both re meet again and would see

that mother would get arrival d. Told bell same. Told

Betti. + T he told Clark a T told O. + go see man f.

Condition and i wrote Feb 1, copy (1969-29)

[a. Aj: some friend, advised re meet again. Another friend

had told. Q. re sd. difficult to rule, had a lot
to give up. T. called re sd. Con'd

b. Aj: Q. re that he thought it was a some

confinement. Bitterness not made. So Senator told him to take business. G. mine held too, but

it was a sad a.


d. After confrontation told to re meet again to bring

or re meet d's. Told Ed to let it is fulled.

e. G. Hawkins d. T: has been disposed to

give explanation treatment of Jo's where there

is a strong prima facie & This appears most

obvious in arrival f. 2. But I have

not assigned & accord to 93 on its own

hand. E.G. Panco & has one cement I did'

h. Knollers answer to my both re same story

I see trip. Told I saw Mr. Then Clark called. I

told him circumstances be ventured at day it too.

9. 3: Judge its displays disabled choice of have.

a. I had now broken out of trip.

b. But it is in my discretion I will use

both judgment.

c. As of from no limit policy.